GWF and HydroVision join forces

GWF MessSysteme AG with headquarters in Lucerne, Switzerland is a global technology leader for meter registers and flow meters and an established player for smart metering devices and applications. With its 200 employees and almost 120 years of experience, the company has been providing solutions in the utility and building technologies industry. As of April 2018, the company took over core assets of HydroVision GmbH, a technology leader in ultrasonic flow measurement. Thereby, GWF has extended its offering to acoustic flow measurements for hydropower plants, rivers, as well as irrigation, fresh and waste water applications. Paired with its existing experience in manufacturing and R&D, GWF will be able to provide cutting edge solutions to additional market segments. HydroVision will focus its future operations on consulting and engineering services as well as planning and delivery of turnkey solutions.

Recently HydroVision commissioned and installed flowmeters in the prestigious Deep Tunnel project of the City of Chicago providing highest accuracy measurements in a 10 meter diameter tunnel. Also, HydroVision delivers flow meters to the Mangdechhu Hydroelectric Project in Bhutan to accurately assess the performance of the 180 MW turbines.

“Over the past years, we have seen an increasing demand for our solutions. We are very proud to join forces with GWF. We firmly believe this transaction will play a key role in achieving our goal to bring extraordinary technology to our joint customers.” says Dr. Skripalle, Managing Director, HydroVision GmbH. As part of the transaction, Dr. Skripalle will become part of GWFs group management board and be responsible for acoustic flow measurement globally.

“Water management is a global challenge and we are proud to be on the forefront of providing leading technologies in this field. As GWF we will continue to invest in acoustic flow measurement technologies and extend the existing production facilities and product portfolio. This will strengthen our positioning as a technology company. We look forward to working with our new team in Kaufbeuren and welcome them to the GWF family”, says Florian Strasser, President of GWF. GWF will show its extended portfolio at the European Utility Week in Vienna in November 2018.